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No roads lead to Churchill in Northern Manitoba; the pavement stops 500 kilometers away in Thomson.
For humans, getting to Churchill is a major detour. But for the Beluga Whales and the massive arctic
Polar Bears, Churchill is the Big Apple.

For humans, Churchill, Manitoba is in the middle of nowhere. But if you are a polar bear, an arctic tern, or
a Beluga whale, Churchill is like Las Vegas. Every year thousands of whales, birds, and bears come to
Churchill to mate, meet, and migrate further North to Baffin Bay. Winter Tundra Buggy Expeditions to
see the polar bears have been popular in Churchill for quite a while – (popular in the Arctic safari sense,
not popular in the visit the Bahamas sense), but up until now there’s been no organized way to get up
close and personal with the big, white Beluga whales. Now, even crazies like me, with brand new hip
replacements, can slither over the side of a rubber Zodiac and into the Arctic in full snorkel regalia, and
make friends with the sweetest mammals in the sea.

I am a semi-wimp. I love the idea of exotic adventure, the opportunity to dine-out for months on limb-
risking traveler’s tales, but at my core I want a hot shower at the end of each day. Alison Wright, a friend
and intrepid female photographer, convinced me to come to with her to Churchill and go snorkeling with
the white Beluga whales. She showed me the pictures in the tour company’s brochure. The whales were
bright white. They looked like big marshmallows that smile. We were both shocked when I accepted her
offer. And so a few months later at we met in Winnipeg airport at 6:00 AM for the three-hour flight North
to Churchill. Alison, cool in her black T-Shirt, pants, and hiking boots, me in my city flip flops and a
lime green summer purse. I’d never been snorkeling, and I was not talking much about the fact that I was
scared of being in the water with the whales.

I packed everything that I owned – a down vest, a high tech windbreaker, hiking boots – in preparation for
my big adventure in Churchill. My luggage is bulky and heavy and I honestly can’t remember if I
remembered to pack socks.

The flight Churchill is full of people, dogs, equipment, and cargo. It’s meant to be a 2-hour connection,
but the weather closes in and we land in Thomson, the gateway to the North. Thompson is the place where
the tarmac stops. The end of paved roads North. From here on it’s the train or a plane. The train is an
overnight adventure; the plane is less than an hour. But it’s pricey. over $1000 for a round trip from
Winnipeg to Churchill.

We arrive at Churchill three hours late, and Merv Gunter picks us up. He’s a striking man. Thick silver
hair and eyes as blue as Hudson Bay. Merv and his wife Lynda own Frontier North – a wilderness
adventure company, and The Tundra Buggy Tours. We drive straight off to the Tundra. Everett and Alexis
(his beautiful new wife of three days) are driving the buggy and giving the commentary. Everett has
worked for Parks Canada for years, running the polar bear expeditions. He knows every bend in the off-road
trail. Where we’re likely to glimpse Caribou, where we might see the nest of a rough-legged hawk.

The bus takes us over the gravel road to the middle of nowhere, where a score of Tundra Buggies are
parked – stern to. Big, passenger friendly tanks with eight massive tractor wheels, earth moving equipment
tires. The buggy goes off-road over the tundra --an expanse of permafrost, treeless space where trees don’t
grow -- to Gordon Point on Hudson Bay. It’s foggy here, the inversion of the arctic water and the shore
means that there is a salty velvet mist surrounding us. We can’t see anything beyond our own horizon; it
might as well be the edge of the earth.

Everett points out a caribou in the distance. At first glance we think it is a rock. But then the rock begins
to move. And it is coming in our direction, ambling along the edge of a pond. We rush to the windows,
out on to the back of the buggy for the photo op. The adult caribou with his massive five branched antlers,
gallops up the road ahead of us, a gait somewhere in between horse and wolf. Beyond we see massive beds
of fuchsia fireweed, like lupine, its color like a jab in the eye, dazzling contrast to the mute tones of sea,
sand, and fog. Further on we see a family of Ptarmigans, sharp-tail grouse, Canada geese, and snow geese.



The wildlife is as promised.

At the Tundra Inn, there’s no sign of anyone at the front desk or in the hotel. The honor system is the
Churchill way, and our hosts, Bob and Pat are home having dinner around the block. Alison and I have the
first of what will be three dinners at The Trader’s Table, the best ambiance in Churchill, and probably the
best food too. Dinner is good and hot. We are both freezing from being out on the tundra. French onion
soup, arctic char, and a big carafe of white Canadian wine. There are even candles on the table and an
adorable waiter with a straight-from-London accent. After dinner, Merv gives us a mini-tour of Churchill –
his offices, the port, the “complex” a provincial building that is a self enclosed city center with the school,
the movie, town offices, a gym and shops. Merv is off on a fishing trip for the weekend and offers us his
truck for the next few days. This is a perfect solution as I can’t imagine keeping Alison happy in Churchill
without wheels of her own.
Friday:

A Close Encounter of the Beluga kind.
Today is the day we go snorkeling with the whales. I have a very strong urge to throw up. I can’t believe
that this ever sounded like a good idea to me. But a trooper till the end, I try not to let on, and I behave as
serenely as I can while Alison bounces up and down. I wonder if the whales will be able to smell my fear.

Wearing our bathing suits under our clothes, we tramp across the street from the Tundra Inn to meet up
with Doreen Macri, owner of Sea North Tours with her husband Mac, for our snorkeling expedition. I
wasn’t at all happy that I had to give me weight to Doreen several weeks before so that she could get the
right wet suit ready. Alison is, of course, a certified scuba diver, with her own mask and flippers, as well
as a snappy looking underground camera. When I struggle into the wet suit—its especially challenging to
get the zipper of the men’s medium closed over my hips and I need help from Jonathon, the absolutely
adorable young man who is helping Doreen and Mike Macri with their summer business.

When we get to the boat, it’s too foggy and overcast for Alison to be able to get any good pictures. We
want to go, but we need good shots. Manfred Bussell, who will pilot the Zodiac, suggests that we wait for
a few hours till the fog lifts, and try it again at eleven. He gives us one of his radios and we take off in
Merv’s suburban to do the self-paced tour of Churchill. The gift shops, the restaurants, the school with its
pictures of Churchill’s Hockey teams since 1940. And the Eskimo Museum, a true find. We see the
Eskimo Museum, which is terrific. Although the building is unprepossessing, the collection of Inuit
carving is amazing. Cases and cases of it, with explanations written by the Inuit artists.

The fog lifts and we are off. All my worries about the suit, the sea, and the whales fade away as soon as
the Zodiac leaves the dock. It isn’t four minutes before we see our first beluga. Dozens at first, then
hundreds of them right in the bay. Our guide, Manfred Bussell of Sea North, (his nickname is Beluga
Manny, and he’s almost a film star having been in every one of the seven Discovery Channel and National
Geographic videos that he loans us later). But Manny knows how to find the whales. He’s been doing this
for twenty years or more.

Beluga whales don’t fully surface in the archetypal way that we expect—a great break in the smooth surface
of the water when their head crests water, their tail in silhouette when then dive down, it is hard at first to
see them. They appear to be white caps, the hump of their backs break the water noiselessly. Unlike other
whales, belugas have full articulation of every disk in their spinal and cervical column, so that they
wriggle, undulate really to propel themselves through the water. Less dramatic, but more balletic.

So we see them. The “white caps” of their pristine white backs are like half moons, appearing and
disappearing under the water. They travel in pods, so when one whale appears, several others appear is
quick succession. Once we know what to look for, we see that they are everywhere. And close. Alison and
I are squealing now; we can’t believe that the whales are under us, next to us, rolling on their backs to
inspect us as they swish by. We learn how to look at them, to see the how the water makes their white
skin an iridescent green as they come close to the surface. We can make out mouths and eyes, and identify
the grey calves, nestled tight in, riding on their mother’s slipstream. Suddenly, it’s very quiet as Manny
turns the motor down so that we can hear the huge exhalations of breath from the whales like New Age
Musical percussion. Manny has a hydrophone on the boat, and when he slips the receiver over the side we
can hear the whales’ conversation. It’s a whole sound library of sounds. Weird radio sounds like the wail



you hear before you tune in a short wave, metallic clicks, and electronic screeches, even childlike whines
and shouts—the soundtrack of infants and toddlers in a busy day care center. It is obvious that the whales
have a huge amount to say as well as a huge range of vocal options. Manny explains that the whales’
sounds come from their “melon”, an oil reservoir at the top of their skulls, and that the they project and
resonate through its viscosity, using air and electricity for vocalize across a great underwater range. Mind
blowing. But on the surface of the sea, all is quiet. The sound stops at the top of the water.

We skitter across the bay, where the whales are feeding. Soon we see pods of whales coming at us from all
directions. With our arms shooting out in all directions, we probably look like a weird form of octopus to
the whales. We travel back across the bay into the Churchill River. Manny wants us to dive where the
concentration of belugas will be highest. We have to move quickly now, as the tide is going out and soon
we won’t have enough water to get out.

I hoping Alison would go first. I figured that she’d show me by example. I was more anxious than I
wanted to admit. After all, I was jumping into the Arctic Ocean, water so cold that Manny told us that
without a wet suit we’d have twenty-eight minutes before we would die of hypothermia.

So I went over, with not much grace and a great deal of fear that I would freeze, and that I wouldn’t be able
to cope with the breathing, or be overcome by an onslaught of the whales. But as soon as I was over,
clinging to the boat with a yellow line strung along the side. When I put my facemask under the water, my
entire field of vision was full of whales. Swimming up to look at me, rolling over on their sides and their
backs so they that could get a good look, (not so easy when your eyes are on either side of your head).
They were big – 15 feet or so—b but completely sweet. Sweet and adorable, words I hate to use, but in
this case accurate. The whales seem to smile with a friendly curiosity. One would undulate over towards
me, and then radio over his shoulder for his friends and family to take a look at this big hulk of black
rubber that seemed to be alive and moving. I was gasping for air, (I hadn’t yet mastered breathing through
the snorkel, and in retrospect, I’m not sure that it was such a smart thing to have my first snorkeling
experience in the foggy cold of Hudson Bay, but that’s another story). My buddies on the boat who kept
asking me, “Do you see them?” Belugas own the bay. We humans are just floating on top of their property
like well-mannered visitors with a day pass. The Belugas are beautiful. Smooth and symmetrical, as if
crafted out of a single piece of alabaster, the whales move gracefully in deep and shallow arcs, their form
designed to go a maximum distance with the least amount of exertion.

After a half hour, I had to come up. I wasn’t relaxed in the water, but I hadn’t been afraid, (although I was
exhausted by the effort of hanging on to the side of a moving boat and trying to coordinate my breathing
with my need to narrate what I was seeing). Alison went down next.

Alison was in shock. An accomplished diver, she drifted away from the boat, her fancy yellow underwater
camera clutched in her hand. Soon, a target, she was surrounded by a pod of whales who unabashedly
circled around her like grade school kids checking out some weird new kid on the playground. Alison,
squealing with pleasure and excitement, was snapping away each time a new geometry of the whales came
into view. An obsessed professional, she tore off her neoprene glove so that she could manage the camera
better, no problem if over the course of the next hour the sub-freezing water gave her permanent frostbite in
her right hand. “Awesome. I’m never coming up,” she bubbled through her tube. She was falling in love
with the whales. Their sidewise smiles, the way the mothers brought the babies to inspect her. Like
mothers above the water’s surface, they were probably using Alison as an object lesson in how to avoid
danger. If we let her stay in the water (she’d already changed film twice) as long as she wanted she would
be an iceberg, and we would have to walk across the bay at deal low tide. I understood. Being face-to-face
with the whales is an intimate, mystical communion with gentle, intelligent creatures. A Zen experience.
Finally Alison came up, clambering over the side of the Zodiac with a grin as wide as her facemask. “The
best ever,” the veteran of hundreds of amazing experiences pronounced. And I knew she meant it. Not only
are the whales beautiful, but their intelligence, the compassion and curiosity in their gaze convinces you
that if we could find the Rosetta stone to translate between their vocabulary and ours, we would have
countless loving, underwater allies.

When we get back to the dock, the tide is out, ten or twelve feet lower from when we went out. I can’t wait
to peel off my wet suit, which now clings to me like the first jerk I danced with in high school. I am



exhausted. So exhausted that I don’t care who sees me in my bathing suit. But it’s not enough for
Ali—she needs to come back again, go snorkeling again, and take pictures of Jonathon who is one of the
rare individuals who looks great in a wet suit.

Sheldon Olivier of Nature 1st is one of those people who knows everything about the animals and the land.
He knows each bird and how far it flies each year. (Did you know that the spindly Arctic Tern
circumnavigates the globe each year? Did you know that in Churchill each bear is tattooed and stapled with
an identifying earring in each ear? ). Sheldon raises sled dogs, owns a hotel (The Lazy Bear), and wears
yellow Oakley’s. He way too cool and well-spoken for this North Country, although his bona fides are
established by the shot gun sitting next to me on the back seat. He takes us deep into the Boreal Forest
alongside Hudson Bay—via all of Churchill’s highlights—the Polar Bear Jail, the Dump (AKA, the Polar
Bear’s Canteen), before we get back to the Tundra. Standing in the Tundra, he explains the difference
between Tundra and Taiga. Tundra is treeless, an expanse of land where no trees grow. The Taiga has
sticks, spindly little trees and bushes which sprout from the ground, although it never thaws does allow a
sparse amount of vegetation. Although the trees are a little sickly looking as limbs only grow on one side.

Polar Bears are the icon of Churchill. Everywhere in town, on every sweatshirt, logo, sign, and brochure
–there’s a Polar Bear no-slip decal on the floor of the bathtub in our hotel room—the Polar Bear reigns
supreme. In winter, the bears hibernate in dens (at least the females and the cubs do, I am not sure where
the Polar Bear males go in the dead of winter), and in spring they can all be seen jumping from ice floe to
ice floe as the weather warms. They spend the summer fattening up on Marine animals and mating. The
best Polar Bear viewing season occurs from mid October to early November, when the big white guys and
gals are roaming around the town.

Sheldon shows us wild Arnica and yarrow, and deconstruct the various colors of lichen spreading over the
rocks. Who knew that the brilliant orange lichen was the product of fungi and photosynthesis? Or that the
soft green lichen, which grows in small circles along the granite boulders, takes 75 years to grow into a
quarter sized disk. We see Bear Berries and Labrador Tea (an aromatic herb which is used for tea, potpourri
and perfume). We learn the meaning of Isostatic Rebound, a geologic term that explains how the ground
swells over hundred of centuries after the pressure and weight of glaciers have compressed it. Isostatic
Rebound occurs at the rate of one yard every one hundred years. We also see snow geese, Canada geese,
and a red fox. We drive by Brian Ladoon’s sled dogs. The female dogs are chained to a post in the hopes
that a horny wolf will find them and mate. Evidently the best sled dogs are the progeny of wolf/dog cross
breeding. Weird eugenics, but I am a city slicker full of all sorts of misunderstanding about animal
husbandry.

I am done for. I need to have a glass of wine and crash. As we drive back to the hotel at seven PM, the sun
is as bright as high noon. Churchill, because of the Arctic curve in the earth, only gets dark in the summer
for an hour or two at night—between midnight and two AM. That’s the good news. The bad news is that
Alison, who is one of those people who needs no sleep, wants to get up at midnight to see if she can get a
shot of the Aurora Borealis, the Northern Lights. I know I should want to take a chance on seeing it, but I
am a normal slug who needs a good night’s sleep. Especially since tomorrow is another overstuffed day of
whale watching.

The Wong Chee is the place for Chinese food in Churchill. Just our luck, tonight they are having an all-
you-can-eat buffet for $15 per person in celebration of Canada’s summer long weekend. It’s a  “good deal”
Churchill style and the place is packed. The food is fine, and the bottle of wine we inhale even better.
Midway through dinner, Manfred Bussell, our snorkeling guide, and a friend, wander over from the
adjacent bar—it’s the hot spot in Churchill—and joins us. Manny wants to talk whales. He has tears in his
eyes as he describes the intimacy of some of his close encounters with the whales. It is very moving to see
this tough guy, ponytail, two ex-wives, and on his umpteenth bottle of beer—get teary-eyed over the
communion between sea mammal and man. He also buys us another bottle of wine. He’s adorable, but his
friend is a drunken jerk. Neither of them is going to get lucky tonight.

Saturday August 2



Another early morning as Alison and I meet Mike Macri and Jonathon to go out in the Zodiac again. It is
the perfect day for whale peeping. Razor sharp visibility. The air is dry—no fog at all— no wind, and it’s
sunny. Almost as soon as the little Zodiac’s motor hits its cruising speed, we start to see a flotilla of
whales. In the sunshine, the whales appear as clean white crescents rising and retreating on the surface of
still blue water, in a predictable rhythm. After twenty minutes of Mike maneuvering back and forth across
the bay to the river, we stop. We are in the middle of the Beluga’s food court. One whale breaks the
surface, and we can see a whole pod making its way to us.

The whales come around the boat; swimming sidewise, turn their heads and their bodies to check us out.
Scads of them, pods and more pods of adult males and females, mothers and newborns, are all around us.
The water is so clear that we can make out the whales not only near the surface but also the whales that are
deeper down beneath them. The whales show frosty green, the color of a coke bottle gone to sea glass when
they approach the water’s surface. The shiny white skin is thicker, more rugged than it appears, and various
scratches and scars are evident in some of the older animals. Mac turns off the motor. The only real sound
is the big exhalations of breath like serious weightlifters or advanced yoga practitioners, as the whales
surface and break the water, followed by a big inhalation when they submerge.

I honestly think that I could sit here in this boat forever, listening to the whales and enjoying the Arctic
sun with its energy restoring cool breeze from the Far North.

Mike takes us back to join the larger group of sightseers that he’s taking on a whale watch. The first stop
is Fort Churchill, an eighteenth century fort set on the harbor islands and complete with crenellated walls
and the original cannons. We know we should go ashore and do the historical tour with the Parks Canada
guides, but Mike tempts us with the promise of trying to find a polar bear while the others get a history
lesson. No contest.

We see the bear. A lone male pacing across the rocks on the other side of the island –the polar bear is the
other side of the island from the fort, but the island is small enough that Mike radios the young women
who patrol the fort, to keep an eye on the tourists. Bears are not considered cute and cuddly in Churchill.
I’ve only been in town two days and I’ve heard three polar bear mauling stories (but I suspect that they
might all be the same one story embellished by multiple re-tellings). The bear is on top of the flat plateau
of rocks, which edge the island—he’s got an injury or a blood red wound on his flank. But alone like that
on the rocks, he looks like a polar bear in a zoo. Then I realize that the habitats for Polar Bears in zoos are
modeled after Churchill, the home of the largest polar bear population in North America. We are close
enough for Alison to be able to see the hairs on the bear’s nose with her telephoto. That is as close as I
need to be.

We collect the rest of our party at the fort and bring them over to see the bear from the safety of the boat.
Although bears can swim, this one seems to be happy staying on the beach. When the boat takes off to
hunt out some whales, it is almost anticlimactic. We’ve seen so many whales, been up close and personal,
that the idea of seeing the belugas from the big boat makes us feel like whale snobs.

We make a deal for a twenty-minute helicopter flight. We get an entirely different perspective by being able
to see the entire spit of land that is Churchill, the Hudson Bay, the river, and the tundra, all the way over
to Mosquito Point, which at low tide, is like the whale’s lunchroom. We see hundreds of whales traveling
in pods, pretzled over each other, swimming six abreast and in long conga lines. We see a whole huge pod
of mothers with their calves safe in their slipstream. So many belugas are evident from the air that they
look more like a school of tropical fish in an aquarium than wild mammals that have free range over miles
and miles of ocean. From the air, the whales are a phosphorescent green.

I am ready to have an intimate session with my lap-top, but it is close to sunset and Alison needs to be on
the move, so we head out to the dump in Merv’s car to see if we can spot some bears rooting around
among the rusting refrigerators. We’ve heard from almost everyone in town that two adult males are
hanging out at the dump.

I hate dumps. I am scared of rodents; especially rats and dumps are likely magnets for everything that
makes me sweat. Once I’ve confessed my phobia, Alison tries to convince me that there are no rats in the



Arctic. I know that she doesn’t know what she’s talking about but I agree to the excursion anyway. As
long as she promises to keep the windows up if we see a bear of anything else. We park by the dump.
Nothing. We wait for another half hour or so—hey, we’ve got nothing, but time and it is still as bright out
here in the Arctic at seven o’clock as it is at high noon. Still nothing, we head back—this time to the port.
It’s closing in on nine PM, and the sun is just starting to set. We must see sunset on the water.

SUNDAY August 3

Kristen from Kayak Churchill meets us at eight for our kayak excursion to see the whales. She is an
adorably peppy, long-braided, snub-nosed twenty-three year old. She started the company a year ago when
she realized that there were no kayaking expeditions in Churchill.
No, I’ve never been in a sea kayak before, I answer in response to Alison’s question. I’ve canoed and I’m a
good swimmer and sailor so theoretically I should be fine. Of course Alison has been back and forth up the
Amazon on a kayak. Several times. It figures. Why don’t I hate this girl? I’d be entitled to hate her. She’s
beautiful too, but she’s such a hoot that I just adore her.

We go out in a Zodiac that Kristen has hired from Vincent a local who owns it and is at the helm,
dragging three kayaks tied to our stern in a line looking like so many ducklings. We get far enough on the
river and Kristen, and I get into the kayaks, while Alison takes off in the Zodiac to see if there’s a better
place for us to encounter the Belugas by kayak. Although it takes me a few minutes but I get my
confidence and can manage the paddle and the foot rudders on the kayak with relative ease. It is so quiet
now, a perfect Hudson Bay morning.

The whales find us quickly and within minutes we can’t keep count. Sitting low in the water in the kayak,
I am completely relaxed with the whales; I am starting to get a mystical feeling as if they know me and I
know them, and we will all be friends for life. It is a feeling of great intimacy, more intuitively at one with
nature than I have ever been. Even when the whales come close to the boat as they dive under me and
around me, I haven’t even a shred of worry. I might be cold if the kayak rolled, but I know that I’d be safe.
Peace. Very Zen. Alison returns with a tale of close encounters near Mosquito Point. The whales are
mating there, and coming so close to them that they can and have touched them.

In the afternoon, we drive to the dump again. No bears for the third day in a row. Maybe we are just not
looking in the right direction. At a lazy, all-the-time-in-the-world pace, we decide to check out some of the
other places of interest. But honestly there isn’t much to do in Churchill other than commune with
wildlife. We are starting to really like it here. Maybe we could live here? We are sort of fixtures now. The
Inuit lady, whose daughter got married yesterday, gives us a big hello when she sees us today. And the
crazy guy who lives next to the Tundra Inn, asks Alison to marry him. He gives us his business card and
tells us that he’s an inventor. His most notable invention is the UFO. We bump into Manfred several
times, and see the same people we went on the whale-watching trip with at dinner. Our waitress at the
Trader’s Table tells us that she’s run out of white wine and Arctic Char even before we sit down. We make
do and kill a few glasses of an overly sweet Canadian rosé.

Monday Morning:
I realize as I get on the plane, is that I’ve bonded in Churchill in a way that I rarely permit myself. With
Alison – we are sure to do some other adventures together— and with the whales. I’ve seen them from
every possible angle and conveyance. I’ll miss them. And I have the sense that they might miss me too.

Sidebar Whale Facts:
Churchill is summer camp for the beluga whale population. As soon as the ice breaks up in late or early
June, the white whales come to Churchill, the only seaport on the Arctic Ocean, to feed, mate, summer,
and calve their young. As cold as the water is here, approximately the Churchill River is like the tropics
for the whales, which spend the winter in the High Arctic, dodging icebergs. No one seems to know
exactly where the belugas do go in the winter, but they have been seen in the Northern hemisphere waters
from the Bering Straits to the Coast of Sweden—many of the whales in Churchill bear the scratch marks of
close encounters with ice, they try to get close to air holes in the ice and often get seriously injured in the
process. Unlike other whales, Belugas have only a remnant of a dorsal fin, the ridge that runs along the



center of the back. As a result they can get right under the ice and find some air to breathe, something that
the orca whales with their pronounced fin cannot do. That minor physical mutation makes all the difference
in their habitats.

The Belugas are not huge mammals; adult males are a very civilized length of 3-5 meters, or ten to fifteen
feet. As newborn calves, they are a dark gray, and lighten to snow white as they mature. At five or six, the
whales are adults. Life span is somewhere in the twenty-five-to thirty year range. A female Beluga will
calve every three years or so, and one of the most moving sightings is the view of a pristine white female,
with her dark gray newborn calf riding on her flank, held in place by the mother’s slipstream.

Sidebar

Where To Stay:

The Tundra Inn

Clean, comfortable, and cozy, the owners of the Tundra Inn – Bon and Patricia are low-key but among the
most accommodating of innkeepers. Fresh coffee in the kitchen, toast, and cereal for breakfast, a computer
hooked up to the Internet, and television and high speed Internet connections in every one of the 31 rooms.
When we needed a VCR to view the videos we borrowed, a machine was ready and waiting in our room
after dinner. Advance reservations are a must, especially in Oct-November for Polar Bear viewing. The
Tundra Inn (singles $95 to $175) phone 204-675-2764 or 800-365-8563    www.tundrainn.com   

Where to Eat

The Trader’s Table

The best food and ambiance in Churchill. Good local food at a fair price, especially Arctic Char, Bison
Steak BBQ, and lasagna. Full bar.

The Gypsy

Improbably run by a Portuguese family from Montreal. Ambiance is nil, but the menu is everything from
brunch, to lunch with sandwiches, cheese platters, and pastry for take out or eat in. It’s one of the best
places to chow down with the locals. Also, should you be celebrating, there’s a full wine list and even a
bottle of Dom Perignon.

Wong Chee

The local hangout. Chinese and Canadian menu and a lively bar. The buffets are the talk of the town.

What to DO

Sea North Tours
Runs whale watching and snorkeling expeditions daily as weather permits. Doreen and Mike Macri own it.
The charter privately for the snorkeling, and do groups of thirty plus for the whale watching tours.


